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The Big Picture

Cellulose Nanocrystals (CNCs)

Consumers, industry, and government are pushing for products that are: sustainable,
biodegradable, nonpetroleum based, carbon neutral, and low environmental, health, and safety
risks. One family of environmentally friendly, functional nanomaterials are cellulose based
nanoparticles called cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs). In spite of CNCs potential as a
nanocomposite reinforcement, a fundamental understanding of their morphology, intrinsic and
interfacial properties, and their role in composite property enhancement is not available. This
lack of knowledge hinders CNCs utilization in developing a new generation of biopolymer
nanocomposites.

Cellulose is the world’s most abundant biopolymer and is present in wide variety of living species that
use cellulose as a reinforcement material (trees, plants, tunicates-a group of abundant saclike filter
feeding organism found in the oceans). Cellulose self-assembles into microfibrils, which are the base
reinforcement unit giving the unusual ability to provide high mechanical strength, strength-to weight
ratio, and toughness. Cellulose microfibrils are composed of crystalline and amorphous regions from
which the nanosized crystalline regions can be liberated with acid hydrolysis. These nanoscale cellulose
crystals are called cellulose nanocrystals and are 3 to 20 nm in diameter and 100 to 10 μm long.

Overview of CNC Research Program

CNC Nanoparticles
CNCs are a unique “building block” for composite materials. CNCs have high aspect ratio, low density
(1.566 g/cm3), and a reactive surface that facilitates grafting chemical species to achieve different
surface properties (surface functionalization) and improved dispersion within a matrix polymer.
Additionally, CNCs are both strong (crystalline cellulose has a greater axial elastic modulus than Kevlar)
and environmentally safe (CNCs sources are sustainable, biodegradable, carbon neutral, and have low
environmental, health and safety risks). These features of CNCs offer the possibility of producing
composites with properties superior to inorganic reinforced composites. Moreover, CNCs can be
processed at industrial scale quantities and at low costs (e.g. wood CNCs are a byproduct of the paper
industry, and CNCs are a potential byproduct of any cellulose to biofuels program).
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Caption: AFM topography image of CNCs (left) . Table comparing CNC reinforcement properties with
other reinforcement materials (right).

CNC Research
Research into the properties and applications of CNC has rapidly grown in the past 2-3 years at national
labs, forest product industries and universities. However, very little is know about the morphological,
mechanical, chemical, electrical, and thermal properties of CNCs.
Caption: CNCs and Nanofibrillated Cellulose (NFC) can be obtained from a variety of
sources. Through characterization of structure properties, internal and interfacial properties,
and composite model development we can design multifunction bio-based nanocomposites
that meet future consumer needs.

Research Roadmap

The research at Purdue University is focused on characterizing CNCs and developing CNC based
nanocomposites.

Current Results
Experiments:

General Objective:

• AFM force verse displacement data

Develop the fundamental metrology necessary for characterization of CNCs. This
information will facilitate the development of CNC based nanocomposites.

– Established methodology for data collection and analysis
– Estimated CNC transverse modulus : 5 – 60 GPa
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Specific Goals:
• Characterize CNC morphology and structure
• Quantitatively measure CNC intrinsic and interfacial properties
– Mechanical
– Thermal
– Electrical

• Measure affect of environmental conditions on CNCs
• Identify CNC deformation mechanisms
• Characterize CNC surface chemistry

Caption: a) Schematic of AFM force displacement experiment. b) Zoomed out image of crystal. c) Zoomed in image of crystal.
Blue dots are where AFM force displacement curves were analyzed. d) AFM force displacement curves.

• Nanomanipulation of CNCs

Approach:

• 3 pt bending testing on CNC

– Bending and fracture of CNCs with AFM

Experiments:
• Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
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Trench

– elasticity and pull off forces though force displacement measurements

• Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

CNC

– crystallography structure and morphology though electron diffraction (ED)
c)

Simulations:
• Molecular Dynamics (MD)

d)

Caption: Nanotec AFM used in experiments

– property analysis for an atomistic standpoint and structure analysis

• Finite Element Methods (FEM)
– property analysis from a continuum standpoint

Verification and Validation (V&V):
• Does experiment agree with simulation?

Caption: a & b) The CNC has been cut in two by
dragging the AFM tip across the crystal. c) Crystal
before manipulation. d) Crystal after manipulation

– Uncertainty Quantification (UQ)
– Convergence analysis

Simulations
TEM and SEM Results

• Preliminary MD models developed
– Successfully modeled CNC crystal under axial loading
– Estimated axial modulus: 139 – 155 GPa

Caption: a) AFM can be used perform a 3pt bending test on
a crystal suspended over a gap b) AFM topography image of
crystal over gap

V&V
• Preliminary UQ strategies developed
– Established protocols for propagating uncertainty through
AFM force displacement measurements
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Caption: TEM image of CNCs.

Caption: SEM image of AFM cantilever tip.
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Partnership with US Forest Service
Purdue University and the US Forest Service-Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) creating innovative new science and
technologies related to wood utilization, and nanotechnology. Initiated in 2007, this partnership builds upon the strengths
of the nanotechnology infrastructure and expertise at Purdue University Discovery Park and the wood science expertise
at FPL. To bridge the two institutions, FPL permanently relocated one scientist, Dr. Robert Moon, to Purdue University.
The culmination of this collaborative effort will be the establishment of a Forest Products Nanotechnology Center (FPNC)
at Purdue University.

Caption: a) Schematic of potential MD model for
AFM tip CNC interaction. b) MD CNC crystal for
investigating axial deformation. c) CNC unit cell. d)
Chemical structure of cellulose molecule (without
hydrogen).

Caption: Outline of the specific V and V and UQ processes for
the AFM tip-CNC indentation target simulation.

